
Indian Map Data

DKG Info Systems from Hong Kong are Agents for ML Infomap, an independent supplier of 
digital maps of India and an ISO 9001-2008 certified company. It is a member of ESRI 
Partner Network and the exclusive partner of ESRI in India. 

ML Infomap has the largest repository of POIs and seamless, nationwide base maps and city 
street maps available of India. Map features are sourced and digitized from satellite images. 
Data sets are updated and enriched from field visits and secondary sources. Map data are 
offered seamlessly for the nation, individual states or a cluster of states. Complete 
documentation is provided in metadata and data description files. Data can be used to 
support terrain modelling, retail segmentation, spatial analysis, navigation and Location 
Based Services.

INDIAN MAP DATA SETS 
This list isn't comprehensive so please contact us if you can't find what you're looking for.

725 cities- Navigable detailed streets and landmarks
135 cities wards and localities boundaries
Points Of Interest – 2.14 million GPS field collected Points Of Interest in 150 categories
National 6 digit Postal Codes
National Navigable major roads
National Forests: including National Parks
National Water Bodies – rivers, streams, lakes and ponds
National Map of Seasonal Ground Water Depth
National Land Use/land Cover
National Map of Important mines
National Map of Hospitals
National Soils Distribution and Depth
National Crop Map; major crops
National Map of Climatic Regions
National Map of Agro-climatic regions
National Railway lines & railway stations
International country boundary
National State Boundaries
National District Boundaries



National Historical Map of District Boundary Changes
National Sub-District Boundaries
National Block Boundaries
National Village Boundaries: All 600,000+ village boundaries
National Village Points for settlement over 5000 population
National Parliamentary constituencies
National Assembly constituencies
National Rural Markets: `Haat’s
National Map of Religion
National Map of Languages
National Elevation Maps: DEM, contours, shaded ranges
National Map of Major Natural Disasters
National Map of Climatic Regions
National Map of Agro-Climatic regions

CITIES MAP DATA SETS
Various datasets are available for each city as detailed below

CITIES BASE MAP
Data is available for more than 600+ cities, all updated in 2009 - 2011. These are 
seamless vector layers, sourced and digitized from VHR satellite images, reconciled with 
secondary sources. Data sets are updated from regular field visits. Complete documentation 
is provided in metadata and data description files. Data can be provided seamlessly for 
several selected cities or individual cities. The layers include: road network (expressways, 
highways and named major roads), minor roads, railway lines, lakes, streams and rivers, 
parks and gardens, landmarks as points

POINTS OF INTEREST IN CITIES
We have the largest repository of POIs for cities of India, refreshed quarterly. Particularly 
suitable for LBS and retail analysis, this data set complements the landmarks included in the 
Base Maps.

POSTAL CODE BOUNDARIES
6 digit city postal code boundaries

CITY INCOME MAPS
Income data by category estimated for city wards

NAVIGABLE ROAD NETWORK
Seamless and topologically suitable for routing and navigation.

CITY WARD BOUNDARIES
City ward boundaries linked to Census demographics

INTRA-CITY LOCALITY BOUNDARIES
City area/locality boundaries

MUNICIPAL BOUNDARIES
City Municipal Corporation/Municipality etc boundaries

CITY RETAIL
Malls and major retail chain outlets



NATIONAL MAP DATA SETS

STATE AND NATIONAL BASE MAP
These are seamless vector layers, sourced and digitized from satellite images. Data sets are 
updated annually from field visits. Complete documentation is provided in metadata and 
data description files. Data can be provided seamlessly for the nation, individual states or a 
cluster of states. The layers include: road network (expressways and highways), railway 
lines, important water bodies, national parks and sanctuaries, state boundaries, district 
boundaries, sub-district boundaries, position of cities/towns, position of large villages.

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
Includes coastal boundary and international land boundary of India

NATIONAL TERRAIN MAPS
100mx100m pixels raster elevation data in geotiff
100m interval contour vectors (smaller interval can be provided for plains)
DEM: Isometric colour height maps

NATIONAL POSTAL CODE
Postal code areas boundaries for India Postal code points for India

PARLIAMENTARY AND ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCEIES
Recently delimited parliamentary constituency boundaries available
Optionally, Past elections data and demographics included
Optionally, software for analysis and projections included

INCOME MAPS
Income by category, estimated for all districts of the nation

NAVIGABLE ROAD NETWORK
Seamless and topologically suitable for routing and navigation across the nation

NATIONAL VILLAGE BOUNDARIES
All villages boundaries, optionally linked to Census demographics.

NATIONAL VILLAGE POINTS
All villages points available, optionally linked to Census demographics.

MARKET VILLAGES
`Haats  across the nation, optionally linked to Census demographics�

NATIONAL SOIL BOUNDARIES
Soil polygons with descriptive data

NATIONAL WATER MAP
Major river basins and watersheds boundaries and drainage network

NATIONAL LANDCOVER MAP
Broad categories like arable, irrigated, forest, urban etc included

Other data available, call + 852 64301461 English + 852 90887198 Chinese or email 
dkginfo@gmail.com info@dkginfosystems.com




